See you at the studio tour Nov. 13-14, new sculpture, new news, new videos & blog posts, behind the
scenes & more ...

MUSeINGS - NEWS FROM KEVIN CARON
November 2021

Kevin works on some critters for the Camelback Studio Tour November 13 14 ....
More great news ahead - dive in!

NEW ART, NEW
ARTIST AT THIS
YEAR'S CAMELBACK
STUDIO TOUR NOV.
13 - 14
After a pandemic-induced pause,
Kevin again opens up his home

and 3D-printing studio for the
Camelback Studio Tour on
Saturday and Sunday,
November 13 - 14.
Kevin again hosts Jill Friedberg,
whose provocative, fantastical
mixed media works have been
selected twice for the prestigious
Arizona Biennial. This year Kevin
and Jill welcome a new artist, Rob
Snyder, who creates eclectic and
eccentric ceramics.
"It's great to be back!" says Kevin.
"We'll have lots of new art that's
been percolating during the
pandemic, and we look forward to
sharing it with you." Among the sculptures featured at the event will be
Kevin's ﬁrst 3D printed AND metal sculpture, SoundWaves (above

right), Seymora seussicus, Big Bang in its new multicolor ﬁnish, Kong
Gong and Finn. Also available will be lighted and unlighted 3D-printed
sculptures, spike sculptures, colorful Sweetie ants and some
maquettes (small models). Jewelry will be on sale, too!
And the 8-foot-tall 3D printer will be printing during the show. "If you haven't
seen this in person, it is eye-opening!" says Kevin.
See the calendar below and Kevin's Website Event section for details.

UNDER WAY IN
THE STUDIO:
SOUND, SPIKES
AND
SWEETNESS
With the Camelback
Studio Tour right around
the corner, Kevin has put
ﬁnishing touches on
several sculptures that will
appear there as well as on
2 commissions ....
Autumn Mobius (left) is
now at its New York
location awaiting
installation. "It was
important that we got it

there soon," says Kevin.
"Once winter arrives in
New York delivery gets
dicey." Speaking of
delivery, the sculpture
was damaged during
shipping, precipitating a
5-day trip by Kevin to New
York to repair the
damage. "Fortunately, I
was able to restore it to
new condition," says
Kevin. See Autumn Mobius
spin on its own page.
Another commission just
completed: CleftNote.
This 2-bell windchime
sound sculpture is now on
its way to California. See and hear - CleftNote on its
own page.
Just completed for the Camelback Studio Tour is Kong Gong, a handstruck
gong. "I can't wait to see how people react to - and ring - this one!" says
Kevin. See Kong Gong from several angles - and hear its tone - on its own
page.
Kevin is also working on another sound sculpture, Corkscrew. "It won't be
ready for the tour," says Kevin, "but I hope someone will fall in love with it
once it's ﬁnished," Check out Corkscrew's curves on its own page.
ON THE 3D PRINTING FRONT, Kevin has just completed a fascinating
Farkle game board dubbed Colosseum that will be available at the tour. It
comes complete with 3D-printed bronze dice. "We love this game," says
Kevin. "I've 3D printed a number of board designs, including a rubber one!
This one is really special, though."
Watch Kevin's sculptures develop in the Inspirations Under Way section
on his Website - we update the site frequently. Or subscribe to him on
Instagram and Facebook, where he posts daily.

IN THE NEWS:
SAATCHI
SPOTLIGHT,
CAREER &
BLOG INSIGHTS

Kevin was pleased to
have his sculptures Big
Ben, Finn and Desert
Queen included in
Saatchi Art's New
Outdoor Sculpture
collection. "The name
'Saatchi' carries a lot of
cachet in the art world,
and I sell quite a bit of
work through Saatchi
Art," says Kevin. "I love working with the Saatchi Art team."
On August 27, Kevin shared on CEO Blog Nation how he uses his blog in
"21 Entrepreneurs Explain How They Use Their Blog for Business."
Kevin is also pleased to oﬀer career advice about being an artist on
OwlGuru.com Says Kevin: "I enjoy helping fellow and aspiring artists
succeed in their own careers."

NEW IN 3D
PRINTING:
IMPROVEMENTS
TAKE CENTER
STAGE
Creating large 3D-printed
sculpture is not for the faint
of heart, as Kevin
has proven over the last 7
years. He shares his
experiences in his free
blog "A Sculptor's
Adventures With
3D Printing."
As with any new technology, there are doubters.
With 3D printing, people sometimes question whether using it creates art,
much as people questioned cameras as tools for photographic artworks.
They also think it's easy - ha!
Kevin's free 3D blog posts share the good, bad and beautiful of using this
amazing technology.
Check out the latest:
"How to Use 3D Printing to Improve a Tool - Errr, Toy!" - shares
how Kevin recognized and used 3D printing to address improving a toy
....

"Baby Gets a New Pair of Shoes" - Kevin and 3D-printing guru
Steve Graber make important changes to the original 8-foot-tall
Cerberus 3D Gigante 3D printer....

Join Kevin's subscribers to read past posts and ﬁnd out ﬁrst about the latest
free blog posts by visiting "A Sculptor's Adventures With 3D Printing."

NEWEST VIDEOS ON
CHANNEL KEVIN
Kevin's more than 600 free
videos, which have been viewed
more than 24 million times, cover a variety of topics, from how to why he
creates his sculptures.
This issue's new free videos include one about Kevin's Retrieve TIG video
guides and bundle and another in which he reveals the top 5 sculptures
of his career (so far).
Here are the newest videos since his last newsletter:
"Kevin Caron's Top 5 Sculptures & Stories About These Best Artworks"
“Check out the Essentials of TIG Welding Guide!”
“How to Use Pulse on the AHP AlphaTIG 203xi TIG Welder & Why &
When Pulse Is Helpful”
“How to Shape Metal - From 2D to 3D”
“My Top 5 Favorite Metalworking Tools in my Art Studio”
“How to Fix a Welder's Overtemp Problems & Overheating Problems”

Join Kevin's more than 91,000 video subscribers to see the newest free
additions or visit his Website, where there are videos and art, too!

OWN YOUR OWN KEVIN CARON
Do you love Kevin's work or want to be
supportive, but a sculpture isn't in your plans?
Kevin has a line of totes, T-shirts,
stickers, magnets and mugs that might be just
right for you. "There are some with sculptures on
them as well as others for people who like
the fabrication side of things," says Kevin.
And now you can choose from nearly 30 colors, like that shown on his
newest design, which features his sculpture Autumn Mobius (above,

left).
See - and buy - them through Kevin's Website. Not only are they a
great conversation starter, they're a great way to support Kevin!

Check out the goods!

BEHIND
THE
SCENES:
'WHAT IS
AN IDEAL
DAY FOR
YOU?'
“Although I never
'always dreamed
of being an artist'
like many people,
I recognize that
I'm living a life
many yearn for.
"Being able to come up with wild ideas, then make and sell them so I can
make more, is truly a dream come true.
"It is also a lot of work, some of which is pretty repetitive - think cleaning
railroad spikes - and often diﬃcult. (I sometimes wish I'd taken up stamp
collecting.)
"Yet it's important that I'm having fun. I think that when I am, it really shows
in my work.
"That being said, a perfect day comes to mind easily: I would come into the
studio and just tinker. I usually have some crazy idea in my head I haven't
yet tried, so it would be fun to be able to just work on what I'm curious about
that day instead of holding to a schedule.
"Someday, that's what I'll be doing!"
Ask Kevin your own questions. Just email them to
info@kevincaron.com.

UPCOMING EVENTS
Enjoy Kevin's sculptures at these
exhibits. For maps, click on the location
name or visit the Events calendar.

November 13 - 14 (Saturday Sunday), Phoenix, Arizona Kevin opens his 3D-printing studio
and home for the Camelback
Studio Tour, which will feature,
among other sculptures, Finn
(right). Join us at 5831 N. 46th Pl.,
Phoenix.
March 18 - 20, 2022 (Friday Sunday), Sculpture Tucson,
Tucson, Arizona - Kevin will be
displaying his work at the third
annual "Sculpture
Tucson Sculpture Festival"
at Brandi Fenton Memorial
Park.
NEW! - August 12 - September 9, 2022 (Friday - Friday),
"Illuminate," Art HQ, Surprise, Arizona - This invitational 3-person
exhibition features lighted artworks, including Kevin's 3D-printed
sculpture.
Now - October 2022, "Sculpture-on-Campus," Pima Community
College East Campus, Tucson, Arizona - This 2-year exhibition
includes Kevin's kinetic sculpture Gyre.
Now – March 30, 2023, Shemer Art Center, Phoenix, Arizona "Color in Motion," another 2-year exhibition, features Kevin's kinetic
sculpture Tesseraction.
For more information about these and any upcoming events as well as
maps, visit the Website Events calendar.

ENJOY YOUR OWN KEVIN
CARON SCULPTURE
Kevin's sculpture Echo (left) is headed for a
greater New York home, but it won't be this

color! Stay tuned on Instagram and Facebook to
see its dramatic makeover.
Maybe it's your turn to own a Kevin Caron
original. A sound, water or free-standing
sculpture adds immeasurable joy and peace to
your home or workplace - or that of a special friend or family member.
Kevin has something special for you or a friend - just email or call. If you live
out of town, simply call or send a photo of the area where you want to see
something special. See currently available sculpture now. Contact him to
ﬁnd out more. Kevin looks forward to hearing from you
at info@kevincaron.com or 602-952-8767.

Contact Kevin

INTERACT WITH KEVIN AND SEE HIS LATEST SCULPTURES AND
NEWS!
Facebook

Instagram

KEVIN CARON STUDIOS, L.L.C.
5831 N 46th Pl, Phoenix AZ US
info@kevincaron.com
www.kevincaron.com
602-952-8767
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